BRANCH AUDIT & QUALITY APP
Best Way To Speed Up Your Audit Activities!

Track and Respond all quality issues from one spot!
Record audit logs for performance reporting and
manage task assignments for prompt resolutions
You can manage your app with using scalable platform services in the Cloud for pay
as you go model and faster application development cycles. Instant sharing and
permission management capabilities around your organization with user-based
authorization for row level security.
This solution provides you, more comprehensive inspections with
enhanced qualityband reporting capabilities.

Why Should I Use a Survey Application
To Speed Up Audit Activities?
Audit outputs couldn’t be
documented at the level
where they are reported.
Corrective and preventive
actions related to negativities
encountered in audits couldn’t
transmitted and assigned to
relevant team properly.
Managers couldn’t observe
branch offices from a single point.
Work efficiency among branches
is not at the desired level of
management

Create an all-around mobile survey app using PowerApps
Ensuring control elements in all branches are viewed
centrally recording and monitoring audit results in a
central database increases the efficiency of audit activities

Providing
operational
efficiency and
quality

Negative observations
are automatically assigned
to relevant people with
notifications in order to
take actions

Providing a fast and
effective workspace
auditing system over
all mobile platforms
at minimal cost

HOW IS IT WORKS?

Connect To What You Already Have

Microsoft Azure
Cosmos DB

Microsoft
PowerApps

Microsoft
Power BI

allows storage of data
coming from the
application on
Azure

Share with your users
Instantly access all web and
mobile platforms from anywhere with internet access

Suite of business
analytics tools
Quickly go from data
to insight to action

EXPLORE THE FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES

PeakUp always prioritizes your business problems in the context
of increasing productivity, saving time and reducing costs.
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